Abstract. Efficient and reliable block propagation on the Bitcoin network is vital for ensuring the scalability of this peer-to-peer network. To this end, several schemes have been proposed over the last few years to speed up the block propagation, most notably the compact block protocol (BIP 152). Despite this, we show experimental evidence that nodes that have recently joined the network may need about ten days until this protocol becomes 90% effective. This problem is endemic for nodes that do not have persistent network connectivity. We propose to mitigate this ineffectiveness by maintaining mempool synchronization among Bitcoin nodes. For this purpose, we design and implement into Bitcoin a new prioritized data synchronization protocol, called FalafelSync. Our experiments show that FalafelSync helps intermittently connected nodes to maintain better consistency with more stable nodes, thereby showing promise for improving block propagation in the broader network. In the process, we have also developed an effective logging mechanism for bitcoin nodes which we release for public use.
Introduction
The Bitcoin cryptocurrency, originally introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [1] , is today an extremely popular peer-to-peer electronic payment system used for buying and selling goods in different markets across the globe. Far beyond its initial purview, today's Bitcoin network has roughly eleven thousand nodes 1 online at any given time, and this represents a doubling over last year's size [2] . Indeed, together with hundreds of derivative cryptocurrencies, the total market capitalization of these electronic payment systems is roughly half a trillion dollars [3] .
Bitcoin's public ledger system is known as blockchain, and it records all transactions that take place in the Bitcoin network [4] . Each new transaction is broadcast over the network, and thereafter recorded by every node in its local memory pool (called mempool ) for subsequent consensus-based validation. By design, a new block containing transactions is created (by a mining node) and propagated over the network (by the full nodes) roughly once every ten minutes [5] . After a mempool, block metadata, and transactions. We have extensively used this system to understand Bitcoin Core, debug FalafelSync and record useful data for different experiments.
Contributions
Our main contributions are thus:
-Identifying and demonstrating the real impact of churn on the Bitcoin network. -Proposing, designing, and developing a prioritized synchronization protocol, called FalafelSync, that integrates seamlessly into existing protocols. -Implementing our approach on an active Bitcoin Core node, and analyzing the results. -Developing a publicly available logging mechanism for analyzing Bitcoin node functionality.
Roadmap
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we cover background and related work. Next, Section 3 describes implementation of a proof-of-concept prioritized transaction synchronization protocol, together with our new log file system for Bitcoin Core. Section 4 provides details on experiments and results, and discussion of their limitations. Finally, we provide a conclusion and directions for future work in Section 5.
Background and Related Work
We next explain some background technical material relevant to the Bitcoin network, followed by work that is related to our results.
Blocks and the Mempool
Bitcoin's primary record-keeping mechanism is the block. It is a data structure that contains metadata about the block's position in the blockchain together with a number of associated transactions (typically a couple thousand -see Figure 1 ) [11] . A block is generated roughly every ten minutes through the mining process, and, once generated, it and its transactions become a part of the Bitcoin blockchain. There is a probability that different nodes will incorporate different blocks in their version of the blockchain (a process known as a soft fork ), but these differences are reconciled over time in a competitive process. In the interim time between when a transaction is announced and when it is included in a block, transactions are stored locally in the mempool. The mempool is a constantly changing dataset that stores all the unconfirmed transactions waiting to be included in future blocks. It can contain anywhere between 10,000 and 100,000 transactions, depending on network activity. Currently the mempool experiences between 3 and 10 insertions per second [12] ; the arrival of a new block also instigates many deletions from the mempool, between 1000 and 3000 transactions every 10 minutes on average.
Block Propagation on the Bitcoin network
Block Propagation is the process of communicating a newly mined block to the network. It is the backbone of Bitcoin's ability to maintain consensus on the current balances of address (wallets). When a new block is discovered, each Bitcoin node actively immediately advertises the block to all of its neighboring peers.
There are currently two main block protocols in Bitcoin: the original protocol developed for the first implementation of Bitcoin ( Figure 2 and the Compact Block Protocol -BIP 152- (Figure 3 ) [7] . The original protocol is adequate for block propagation but it may require significant network resources -typically close to 1 MB per block [13] , making it susceptible to network bottlenecks, especially in less developed areas of the world.
The compact block was developed in an effort to reduce the total bandwidth required for block propagation. As the name implies, the compact block is able to communicate all the necessary data for a node to reconstruct and validate one standard block. The compact block contains the same metadata as the normal block, but instead of sending a full copy of each transaction included, it sends only hashes of transactions. It is important to highlight that the compact block's main feature is sending hashes of transactions in place of a complete copies of [7] transactions. A transaction is between 500 and 800 bytes, whereas the hashes used for the compact block are only 6 bytes per transaction, a significant bandwidth saving that relies on the assumption that the receiving node already has the relevant transactions and just needs to know in which blocks they belong. This trade-off makes the compact block magnitudes smaller in size than the original block at the cost of potentially needing extra round-trip communications for transactions whose hashes the receiving node does not recognize.
If a receiving node's mempool contains all the transactions whose hashes are contained in a compact block that it received, then it will be able to successfully reconstruct the original block. However, if not all transactions are already in the node's mempool then it will fail to reconstruct the block. When the compact block protocol fails, the extra round trips required slow down block propagation from the node it failed at, this can be seen in Figure 4 . If a significant number of nodes are failing to receive the compact block then this could lead to an increase in soft forks and add to the economic and environmental damage caused by miners working on old blocks.
Graphene Protocol
As the network grows, communication complexity plans an increasingly significant role. In an effort to minimize communication, Ozisik et al. have developed the Graphene protocol [8] , a new block protocol that couples an Invertible Bloom Lookup Table ( IBLT) [15] with a Bloom filter in order to send transaction hashes in a smaller package. Rather than sending each transaction's hash individually, as is done in compact blocks, the Graphene protocol inserts all the transactions hashes into a Bloom filter and an IBLT which are then sent to peers. When a Fig. 4 : Unsuccessful Compact Block [7] Graphene block is received, it is subtracted from the mempool's IBLT and the rest of the transactions hashes are decoded from the remaining IBLT. According to the authors in [8] , a Graphene block is capable of being around a fifth of the size of a compact block, and they provide simulations (but not an actual implementation) demonstrating their system.
IBLT's provided probabilistic guarantees of decodability, and the authors briefly discuss a fallback procedure in the case of decoding failure. The proposed solution for a failed Graphene block is to send another Graphene block with twice the number of cells in the IBLT. This is a simple solution that addresses decoding the IBLT with a greater probability of success but not one that considers the effect this has on block propagation. Consider the scenario where a node does not have a significant percentage of transactions of a new block (i.e: 15% or more depending on the parameters used) in its mempool, visualized on the right side of Figure 5 . This node will receive the Graphene block and attempt to decode it. If it fails to do so, it will keep requesting a larger IBLT until it decodes the block successfully. Then, it requests for the missing transactions and only then is finally able to reconstruct the new block, verify it and propagate it to its peers. The previous scenario would require at least 3 sets of extra messages to successfully reconstruct the block before continuing propagation. This is already a whole round trip slower than the compact block protocol's recovery scheme but due to the IBLT being small compared to just a list of transaction hashes there is a bandwidth saving compared to the compact block's total bandwidth usage. Another concern with the Graphene simulation is that it does not address the typical case where a given transaction is not in the mempool of a receiving node. Indeed, the simulations presented in the Graphene paper assume that:
-All nodes have very high interconnectivity with 100% uptime.
-All nodes have updated and highly synchronized mempools.
-Block propagation time is 2.5 minutes (as compared to the roughly 10 minute average for Bitcoin).
As a result, it is not clear that the Graphene simulations accurately reflect the current Bitcoin network transients, including the percentage of nodes that are intermittently connected or have unsynchronized mempools. Table 1 summarizes the various existing block protocols and their properties. In the coming sections, we will elaborate on the limitations of these protocols, most notably that their effectiveness relies on the synchronization of mempools among participating nodes. Our approach involves building a synchronizing middleware into the Bitcoin protocol in order to satisfy this assumption and allow both protocols to more fully exhibit their intended benefits. 
Implementation and logging
In this section, we introduce the implementation of our logging system, which has been used for observing the behavior of Bitcoin core, and our prioritized transaction synchronization protocol, FalafelSync. log-to-file system (/src/logFile.*) [10] that produces human-friendly, easy-toread text files. This new logging mechanism allows us to isolate specific behaviors through select calls anywhere within the Bitcoin core's source code, most notably information about different protocols such as the compact block and our sync protocol. Our logging system writes core data to a log file, and also can record various events and the information associated with those events. For instance, when a compact block arrives, we log it and save the transaction hashes included in the compact block in a separate file with a unique identifier tying it to a log entry (as seen in Figure 6 ). We have used this system as our primary data collection mechanism for all of our experiments.
Data Collection Mechanism

FalafelSync
Bitcoin Core's source code's complexity and its constant updating means there is a minimal amount of current documentation on the code itself, and nearly no documentation on how to add new functionality to Bitcoin Core. Among the resources we found were outdated Bitcoin Wiki pages, conversations between contributors on GitHub pull requests, bug reports, and the Bitcoin Improvement Proposals (BIPs). This environment conspired to increase the complexity of implementing FalafelSync. Indeed, implementation of FalafelSync involved a few months of reverse engineering the Bitcoin Core networking source code with the help of our new logging system. Within Bitcoin's source code we have added the txmempoolsync protocol that packages within one inventory (inv) message the larger number of transactions between the top 10% of transactions and the top 1000 transactions in the mempool sorted according to their ancestor-score, an internal scoring mechanism of Bitcoin that ranks transactions within according to the total transaction fees of the transactions and all of its ancestors that are still unconfirmed. In essence, the inv message provides our sync-related metadata. The rest of the sync process then involves sifting through what is already in the receiving node's mempool In the following experiments, we use two nodes to test FalafelSync. To ensure that both nodes were connected to each other, we utilized a python script that sends an addnode 2 call to Bitcoin Core.
Pseudo-periodic triggering of FalafelSync Within Bitcoin Core there is no internal timing mechanism for triggering a sync protocol at precise, regular, time intervals. As such, our triggering mechanism adds a pseudo-timer that counts the number of incoming messages. When it reached the message count trigger limit 3 , we would interrupt the next incoming message and internally send a txmempoolsync message to the network message processing function that would then execute the FalafelSync protocol. After the FalafelSync is completed Bitcoin Core returns to process the interrupted message from earlier.
With this basic implementation of a sync protocol within Bitcoin Core, we have laid the foundations for future work on implementing more sophisticated synchronization protocols based on the existing sync literature [18, 15] .
2 addnode is a Bitcoin Core JSON-RPC call that creates a connection to the specified IP address 3 To set the trigger limit we took the average number of incoming messages per second and multiplied to get a trigger limit that takes roughly ten minutes to reach.
In this section, we report experiments on the performance of the compact block protocol in Bitcoin. In our first experiment, we measure, over a long period time, the recovery of a node joining the Bitcoin network with an empty mempool. The second and third experiments consider two nodes joining the Bitcoin network. One node has stable connectivity and the other has intermittent connectivity (i.e., it is periodically "on" for 9 minutes, then "off" for 1 minute, and so on).
We first run an experiment without FalafelSync (second experiment) and then one with FalafelSync (third experiment). Note that the FalafelSync protocol runs between the stable node and the intermittent node, when the latter one is "on". Finally, we report simulations using the experimental data to evaluate the potential performance improvement that FalafelSync could yield for the Graphene protocol. Our experiments were run on during the following date ranges: 
Recovery Time of a Node Joining the Network
In this first experiment, we measure the performance of the compact block protocol when a new node joins the network with an "empty" mempool. An empty mempool is not necessarily a mempool with no transactions but also one that contains outdated transactions loaded from an old /.bitcoin/mempool.dat file 4 . This experiment is performed on an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS machine running Bitcoin Core v0.15.0. Prior to the start of the experiment, the node is on the network for 24 hours before being turned off for 24 hours to create an "empty" mempool with outdated transactions. The logging system described earlier is used to collect data on the status of compact blocks and the number of missing transactions. Figure 8 shows the first two weeks of performance after a node joins the system. The x-axis in the graph displayed in Figures 8, 11 , 12, and 13 use blocktime units (number of blocks observed since the start of the experiment). For reference, 144 blocks roughly translate into 24 hours. The y-axis represents the success rate of the compact block protocol, which is a moving average computed over the past 36 blocks. Note that the vertical line in Fig. 8 is used to correlate this figure with ones to follow which have results for 750 blocks each.
The figure shows that it takes for the compact block protocol about 400 (˜3 days) blocks to reach a 50% success rate and about 1500 blocks (˜10 days) to reach a 90% success rate. However, even after a 50% success rate is reached, a node can still miss many blocks (e.g., between block-time 1100 and 1200).
Over the course of this experiment, we do observe brief time periods during which the node is accepting compact blocks at a 100% success rate, but this level of performance is not sustained. This could be due to a combination of transactions not reaching the node and Bitcoin's directed connectivity. Specifically, Bitcoin's network is made up of directed connections, hence it is not guaranteed that every incoming connection is paired with an outgoing connection. The node used in this experiment usually had between 8 and 12 outgoing connections and 10 to 20 incoming connections.
The combination of slow recovery time and randomly missing transactions significantly affects the effectiveness of the compact block protocol. These results also indicate that Bitcoin is unable to effectively support a high churn rate.
It should be noted that this experiment was conducted in Fall 2017, a time at which the Bitcoin network was going under a significant amount of stress as it struggled to handle the high volume of transactions.
Intermittent Network Connectivity without FalafelSync
In the next two experiments, we consider a node fluctuating on and off the network after joining with an empty mempool. Alongside the node with intermittent connectivity, we have a second Linux machine that also starts with an empty mempool, but with subsequently stable network connectivity. The two experiments took place during the Spring of 2018. As seen in Figures 9 and 10 , the mempool of the stable node usually had 5,000 to 10,000 transactions and the network was experiencing around 150,000 to 200,000 transactions per day incoming, as compared to the mempools having between 10,000 and 100,000 transactions with 300,000 to 350,000 transactions per day incoming in Fall 2017.
Experimental Setup To simulate a node fluctuating on and off the network, we install Bitcoin Core v0.15.0 on a Linux machine (Ubuntu 16.04 LTS) and run a Python script that turns the networking on and off with a 90% uptime with 10 minute intervals. Each interval consists of the node being online for 9 minutes and offline for 1 minute. "Empty" mempools are established for both nodes in the same manner as described in Section 4.2 and the logging system is used to record the data as well as how FalafelSync's performance. For the third experiment (presented in the next section), we also record what transactions are sent in the FalafelSync messages and the state of the mempool at the time. Our scripts are available at [21] .
Results In Figure 11 , we observe the percentage point difference between the performance of the stable node and intermittent node for a given window. For the intermittent node, we see that a node sometimes performed as well as the stable node but was not able to recover from the intermittent networking. This result is not a particularly surprising one, but it is important to take note of the significant number of compact blocks failing and the inability of this node to recover from the fluctuations.
From the data we collected, in the second experiment, the stable node recovers in around 120 blocks. This result may seem like a significant improvement Fig. 11 : Compact block success rate without FalafelSync over the previous experiment, but that is not the case when taking into consideration the difference in activity between the networks of the two experiments. In our first experiment, mempools contained a magnitude more transactions than in the second and third experiments; this means that the block-time it takes to overturn the mempool is about a magnitude longer. With this in mind we can see that both nodes recovered at the same rate when adjusting for network activity.
Intermittent Network Connectivity with FalafelSync
For our third round of experiments, we set up both nodes in a similar fashion to the second experiment. However, the nodes partially sync their mempools with each other at regular intervals every ten minutes, with some natural deviations due to the use of the pseudo-timer, using the FalafelSync described earlier. Comparing Figures 11 and 12 we can see an immediate improvement for the node with intermittent network connection. It performs much more closely to the stable node in terms of compact block success rate and missing transactions for failed compact blocks. It takes the stable node around 300 blocks to recover and the intermittent node about 700 blocks, although after block 700 we do see a small divergence in performance between the stable node and intermittent node. This could be the case that the missing transactions are received when the intermittent node is offline. Figure 13 shows that a node running without FalafelSync misses several hundred transactions. With FalafelSync implemented, the count of missing transactions reduces significantly.
With our implementation of FalafelSync, we are able to narrow down the performance difference between the nodes with stable and intermittent network 4% from a raw performance index perspective. While this result may seem small, it is a 25% improvement over the performance differences between the former and latter node's performance without FalafelSync. 
Simulations of Graphene with FalafelSync
With the FalafelSync in place and observed improvement in the success rate of compact blocks, we analyze the data collected by the logging system from previously mentioned experiment runs to find out how the new synchronization protocol affects the success rate of the Graphene block. For our simulations we considered a Graphene block to fail if more than 15% transactions in the Graphene block are not in the receiving node's mempool as that is a large enough difference for the block's IBLT to not decode successfully. Figure shows that the node implementing FalafelSync is able to successfully decode transactions with Graphene at a rate 6 times higher than a node that does not implement FalafelSync. This is because the intermittent node had fewer missing transactions in its mempool because of synchronization and the IBLT could be decoded.
Overhead caused by FalafelSync
It is important to note that FalafelSync does impose some overhead on the standard Bitcoin protocol. As discussed earlier, the number of transactions sent by FalafelSync in an inv message is the larger of the top 10% of transactions in the mempool and 1000 transactions in the mempool, sorted according to ancestor-score. For each transaction in the inv message, 32 bytes are transmitted. The node receiving the sync message then responds with a getdata message, which is a list of indexes of the inv message that are not present in its mempool. This ends up taking roughly 4 bytes per transaction requested. The last message sent is a full copy of each requested transaction, and this can be between 500 to 800 bytes per transaction. We note that FalafelSync does not save bandwidth when compared to the Compact block's fall-back procedure; however it does save round-trip time (and associated latency) by preparing the node for the next coming compact block. 
Limitations
When working with Bitcoin, several factors can affect the results in unforeseen ways. In particular, Bitcoin's topology is a somewhat dense directed random graph, meaning that not all information may reach a node if there is no efficient path from the source. This can cause a stable node to miss transactions due to the topology of the network.
All of our experiments are conducted with two nodes (running on dedicated computers) that initially have empty mempools. It would be desirable to test the sync protocol with additional nodes that are never taken offline. To further test the effectiveness of FalafelSync, running several experiments in parallel to make sure they have the same network activity could help eliminate some of the randomnesses in the measured performance. Running experiments of FalafelSync over longer periods (say, beyond two weeks) would also be useful to gain higher statistical confidence in the results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we document a previously unknown phenomenon in Bitcoin's network, namely its limited resilience to churn. Our experiments show that the performance of the compact block protocol and, by extension, the Graphene protocol significantly degrades when a node is joining the network or when a node has intermittent connectivity. We present and implement FalafelSync, a proof-of-concept synchronization protocol, to improve the resilience of the Bitcoin network in such cases. Concurrently, we develop a logging system that facilitates performing measurements on the Bitcoin network and characterizing its behavior.
Moving forward, collecting statistics from additional nodes, located in different geographic areas would be valuable to confirm the general applicability of the results presented in this paper. Running the experiments under different levels of network activity, and especially when the network is overloaded, would help further assess the positive impact of FalafelSync in minimizing the recovery times of nodes joining the network.
A practical solution to prioritized transaction synchronization will most likely involve a combination of sophisticated algorithms for finding differences and new data-structures for reconciliation. Potential candidates for prioritized transaction synchronization include IBLT [15] for their high tolerance for differences and CPISync [22] [23] [24] for protocols with near-optimal communication complexity. Attempting to implement a full-fledged system of synchronization algorithms and data structures will be challenging but worthwhile for the longterm development of Bitcoin and, more generally, any distributed application that relies on a blockchain.
